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Combination calculation program for Texas Hold’em Six Plus
Part I. First Steps
Let us introduce the new program for the new type of Texal Holdem - Six Plus (short deck):
CombCalc6Plus. The program can calculate your chances against your opponents` hand range. The program
is packaged as a zip archive that needs to be downloaded, unzipped and installed.
Warning! CombCalc6Plus prohibited whilst PokerStars client is open! Do not run the tool
simultaneously with the PokerStart client. CombCalc6Plus will automatically shut down if the
PokerStars client is started during

After first startup you’ll see a window similar to the one in the below screenshot. It might look
differently on your computer. Please note that the window title says Demo and has an extra ribbon tab for
Registration. If you open the Registration tab, you can request a two-week Bronze license. Other license
types aren’t included at this stage.

Fig.1-1. Main window in the first run
Let’s have a look at the registration process. Once you click the Request License button, you’ll see
the following window:

Fig.1-2. License request dialog
An example of a filled in form below:

Fig.1-3. License request dialog with filled data
Then press the Create Request File button, then the standard file save as dialog will appear, save the
file in your preferred location. Once done, you’ll see the following message:

Fig.1-4. License request is successful

If you see the above message, then the RequestLicenseForCombCalc6PlusToPeter.bin has been
successfully created. Please send this file to newpokersoft@gmail.com and make a note that this is about a
Holdem Six Plus license. We in turn will send you a license file names LicenseForCombCalc6Plus.bin.
Copy this file to the installation location.

Part II. Program customization
Once you start the trial version, the program will look like this:

Fig.2-1. Main window with trial license
This might not be the most convenient view for you, but it is customizable. First, let’s remove the
«Output» and «Caption Bar» panes. Then move the Cards pane to the right of the Hands pane. Then you can
pick Hero cards, then set the Opp1 range e.g. 10% and then click the button to the right of the Opp1. Then
the hand matrix will appear and you’ll be able to move where you like. This is all done just a customization
of the program. The options are endless, experiment till you find the view that you like:

Fig.2-2. Main window is ready for use

Using the «Background Color» button you can choose a suitable background color. Right-click the
“Hide Ribbon” button to free up more room. The Tree pane on the left is used for ranges management. The
Equilab range means all the ranges but without the sixes and below.
All the view preferences are saved for the next time.

Part III. How to use the program
Let’s pick a hero hand e.g. AcKc. This is done with the card images. You can pick cards in the
following window:

Fig.3-1. Hero cards
Let’s set the OP1 range as QQ+,AJ+,KQ as shown below:

Fig.3-2. Opponent range
Now we can calculate our hand’s equity against that range on preflop in the Evaluation window.
Check the Monte Carlo box and set it 20000 rounds. Then click on the evaluate button and see the result as
below:

Fig.3-3. Equity calculation

Now we can add cards to the board e.g. KdQd8s. Choose the board cards in the cards pane, then
press the Evaluate button in the Evaluation pane.

Fig.3-4. Equity on the flop
If you interested in how the opponent’s range got to the flop, click the button with color dots on the right of
the Opp1 label. Below is the output window which allows you to see different opponent’s combinations by
clicking the Apply button.

Fig.3-5. Opponent range with flop combinations
Let’s assume that the opponent is going to carry on with his hand only if it is AJ of diamonds. There
are three AJ combinations in the range and you need to pick one. In order to do that click on the suit
selection as shown below.

Select the AJ in the matrix then the number 1 will appear in the AJ cell while the overall combination
number dropped from 40 to 38. Click apply once again to see the following changes:

Fig.3-6. Select suits for AJs
Every time you click the apply button, the matrix changes are reflected in the equity calculation
results.
Now let’s add a second opponent and give him a 20% range. Then we’ll calculate our equity against
the two opponents and display the second matrix. Move the matrix image and drag it to see both matrices at
the same time. You can also set the hero range.

Fig.3-7. Selection diamond suit AdJd

Part IV. Creating your ranges
You can create your own ranges in the Create mode in the Range window. All ranges are organized
as tree that have folders and ranges. You can save your ranges in the User-defined-ranges subtree, and the
top NPS subtree is reserved for standard ranges.

Fig.4-1. Switching to the «Create» mode
All the options are available through the context menu which is opened by right-clicking. First in the
«User-defined-ranges» node create the first header, for example, all 3-bets..

Fig.4-2. Create «3betAll» folder
Now you can add another folder above the 3betAll foler:

Fig. 4-3.Creating ranges trees
For example, another folder called «Raise», or another just below called «Call3bet». This way you
can organize the ranges in a way that is convenient for you.
Besides, you organize more ranges into subfolder. In the example below, there are three subfolder for
early, middle, and late positions: EP, MP, LP.
Important to note that for the ease of organization, you can create folders at the same levels rather
than using the subfolder function. Simply click the newly created subfolder and then insert above and below:

Fig.4-4. Organizing subfolder
Now we can create ranges in these subfolders. We’re creating the tight and loose style ranges:

Fig.4-5. Organizing ranges
The next step is assigning pocket cards in the selected range. Simply select the range (for example,
tight) and click the pocket cards in the Hand Range Hero, and then save the range. The pocket hand cards
are highlighted in yellow.

Fig. 4-6. Creating ranges
You can also assign pocket cards using the slider under the matrix or using the VPIP entry field.
The program also allows creating ranges using different methods. For example, the loose range of the
3-bet is the same as the tight raise from the Early Position range. In the EP subfolder create a new range
called Tight. Then open the loose 3bet EP range, select the required range and then hit save.

Fig. 4-7. Saving the existing range in a different subfolder
There is another way to create a new range. Pick the Tight Raise EP range and then click save as.

Fig. 4-8. Saving ranges as other sections of the tree
If you press on range name “tight” in Range window you can see range as text in Hands window for
Hero. You can press on “+” left from “tight” and you will see range in text form and percent view as shown
on next figure.

Fig. 4-9. Range description
The «Range» windows has it’s own menu. For example you can move ranges up and down within
the same folder using the up and down arrows. On top of that it’s possible to export the trees into files.
The program allows for almost unlimited branches in the trees. The tree is automatically saved into
the UserRanges.xml file.
After you have created your own tree, you can it for equity calculation. Simply switch to the Use
mode.

Fig. 4-10. Switching to the «Use» mode
Any range can be selected then moved to the Hero section or any of the opponents.

The calculation process is described in the section III.

Fig. 4-11. Using your own ranges

Part V. Creating your own hand ordering
You can only create your own ranges with the Bronze level.
Bronze level version looks like this:

Fig.5-1. Main window
In the Tree window we can see the tree of ranges. The standard Equilab range is available by default.
Now it’s time to create your own range. A range is a range of hands where each combination has its own
probability.

Let’s create a MySpectr range using the mode create button as shown below.

Fig.5-2. Creation own ranges MySpectr
Right-click the used-defined ranges button in the tree window on the left. Then click Create Folder. In the
new windows type MySpectr and click OK. Now we can see the new MySpectr range available in the tree
pane. Now we see a matrix of pocket hands, where we can pick hands from our 5% range.

Fig.5-3. 5% top range for MySpectr
Right click MySpectr and then click Save hand range as … In the following range we see 5.08, now
change it to 5%. 5.08 is the exact percentage but for simplicity’s sake we are going to call it 5%, the range
itself will store the exact value. You can pick any name that you like.
Repeat the above process once again with more cards, then save the range named as 12%.

Fig.5-4. Add 12% range for MySpectr
The more ranges we create the better. For the demo purpose, three ranges is enough. Now let’s close
the program and have a look at the program directory. All the ranges are available in the Range.xml file,
which is editable in any xml-editor. You can open these ranges in CombCalc6Plus later.

Fig.5-5. Full range from 3 ranges

When we start the program next time it might take extra time to interpolate and extrapolate the
ranges. The program is calculating all starting ranges from 0% to 5% - extrapolation. Then all the ranges
inbetween (interpolation), then it is going to extrapolate more ranges till the 24% range as we specified
before. For example we can subtract the 5% range from the 12% range, the remaining hands are ranked by
strength and added to the intermediary ranges between 5% and 12%. The program is of course using the
exact ranges from the range files.
The first hand is AA, then all other hands from the 5% range are ranked and added to the
intermediary ranges. The last step is to subtract the 24% from the overall matrix and then adding the hands
to the range. Now you can use the sliders to adjust the range accordingly same as the built in range.. You can
add an additional number e.g. 20. All operation are the same as with the build in range - just click on the
right of the Op1, Op2 etc. The right most button signifies a random hand or the full matrix:
If you wish, you can use the files with ranked hands like we do in the Omaha program:
(http://dns5.newpokersoft.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=41&Itemid=58). We used the
pre-ranked files for Omaha, however these files don’t exist for the holdem Six Plus.

Part VI. Heatmap
Calculate equity for each cell in a full matrix against various ranges for one or more opponents.
Displays the list of hands. Select Heatmap in the Ribbon and then in the View check the Heatmap box.
The Heatmap window will appear on the screen, which you can position as you like. In the following
image, the Heatmap windows in on the right hand side.

Fig.6-1. Heatmap window
It works with board cards, dead cards as well as against multiple opponents. The calculations can be
done using either the Monte-Carlo or brute-force method. We suggest using the brute force method only
against a single opponent. For all other cases, we recommend using the Monte-Carlo method with 10000
rounds. These options can be found in the Evaluation window.
The preflop calculations against a single opponent is done using pre-calculated tables and is very
quick (this does not take the Evaluation window into account).
Let’s have a look at a preflop example against one opponent.
We can assign a QQ+, AK range to him. In the Hero range, input h or t, and then click the
button on the right of Hero. After the calculation is done, you’ll see the results in the Heatmap window.

Fig .6-2. Calculation result against a QQ+, AK range
Another example, this time with two other players. We are going to assign the 10% range to one and
20% to the other. The board cards are as follows: AcJd7h

Fig.6-3. Heatmap results against two players on flop
The colors can be customised in the Colors window.

Part VII. How to get your full license
The registartion process consists of the following three steps:
1. Pay using the Pay button on our website (PayPal and other payment options available)
2. Click the Registration button as shown below.
3. Then refer to the Bronze Trial Version registration process as described above, however this time
make sure to mention the payment method as well as the fact that you’d like to get a one year
license.

Fig.7-1 Request license panel

